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SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION
(POETRY)
N. Karthika, I B.Sc Physics
Kamaraj College (SF)

Rapid oscillations between dusk and dawn bring elation and pain.

My detached amplitude tucks away desires and unearths fear.

Your varied frequency awakens longing and eases distractions.

Time, an unforgiving spectator pushes you forward as I pull back.

We cannot help it, trapped in a sinusoidal wave, repeating our dance, for we
have nowhere to go.
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POOR Vs DISHONEST – Part 1
(Moral)
R. Hari Vignesh I B. Com.
Kamaraj College (SF)

In

The

Kingdom

of

Andhra

Pradesh, there lived a king Raja Krishna

someone has lost the money. So he
immediately went to King's palace.

Devarayar. He had many ministers. But

The King called the poor man and asked

Tenali Raman was his favourite minister.

about his problem. The poor man said I

In fact, his best friend. One day a minister

was walking. On my way, I saw a bag full

said to king that poor people are greedy.

of gold coins. So I took it and came here to

But Tenali Raman said that the poor

give it. The King asked the poor man why

people are honest and the rich are greedier.

he had not taken the coins himself. The

This made a huge argument between

poor man replied may be this gold coins

ministers. But King Krishna Devarayar

belong to poor farmers. It's not mine, so I

asked Tenali Raman to stop the argument.

cannot take it. King was shocked and

Tenali said he can prove his point by

impressed with his behavior and called the

testing the rich and the

rich man to come to the palace. Guards

poor in their

kingdom.

brought the rich man.

King Krishna devarayar approved it.
Tenali gave two bags full of gold coins to

King asked, "where did you get the
money?”

guards and asked them to keep the bags in

Rich man said, I pray to God daily

two paths. In the morning a guard kept the

to give me more money, while walking I

bag on the way of a rich man. The rich

saw this bag on my way and I thought it

man while walking saw the bag and felt it

was a gift of God, So I took it myself. The

was God's gift to him and he went with the

king asked the poor man to have the gold

money. Another guard kept the bag in the

coins.

way of a poor, the poor man saw the bag

happily. But King asked the rich man to

full of money and he was shocked, he felt

return the money to guards and warned

Poor man went with gold coins
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him not to do this again. The rich man
went from palace. Now Tenali asked the
King, "Is my point correct?" The King
said," yes", the poor are very honest. Other
ministers felt ashamed.

Thus Tenali

proved his point that poor people are
honest and noble.
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MOTHER’S LOVE
S. Vetri Selvi, II B.Sc Mathematics
Kamaraj College (SF)
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KNOWLEDGE IS ALL
ABOUT LIBRARY
S. Lithiya, II M.A. English
Kamaraj College (SF)
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